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Strategic Overview
§ The 3 primary threats confronting America that pose an existential threat, joint 

and severable, and synchronized
§ Homegrown neo-Marxist/Islamist mass line movements 

§ Antifa, BLM, CAIR, etc . (they appear to inform the DNC leadership)
§ The Political Warfare Threat –

§ China (including emergent economic alliance with Turkey, EU, Iran and 
other Nations)

§ The Ideological Threat 
§ European Union, International forums
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INTSUM – following PAVIN
§ Political Warfare

§ Mass Line suppression of the American population continues.
§ The French Revolution (based upon fabricated food shortages) is the model for this Mass Line Movement.

§ Alliance (United Fronts)
§ BLM’s “Urgent: Fund the Movement” webpage shows contributions to BLM go through ActBlue. “ActBlue … donated 

over a billion dollars to Democratic candidates. Yet, oddly, not a single one in the top ten was a person of color.”
§ Violence

§ 30 Philadelphia Police Officers Injured During Unrest After Police-Involved Fatal Shooting Of Walter Wallace, Jr. 
Night #2 at least 3 dead. Associated BLM riots in NYC “Burn the precinct to the ground, every city, every town!”

§ Democrat “operative” Kristopher Jacks, “2020 is a Political Revolution.” He admitted on a hot mic that radical 
socialists have plans to “change this country with violence.” There’s only one way to do it, “Guillotines.” Election 
night’s just the beginning of a revolution. 

§ Radical Leftists Release Guide To 'Stop the Coup' and 'Disrupt' America if Election Is Close 
§ Cops Stand Down as ANTIFA Terrorists Attack Trump Supporters at Rally in Ithaca, NY 
§ African-American organizer of San Francisco Free Speech Rally has tooth knocked out as hundreds of alleged Antifa 

counter-protesters showed up and berated and attacked demonstrators.
§ Left-Wing Terrorists Leave Ominous Notes on Homes Promising Destruction if President Trump Wins Re-Election.

§ International (& Sanctuary)
§ 10/26/2020 Russian President Vladimir Putin told reporters Hunter Biden made “very good money” in Ukraine and it 

had nothing to do with Russia. – Biden, News Outlets, and former US Intelligence Officials blame Russia for ALL 
derogatory information concerning Joe Biden and his family, ubiquitously reported around the world as fact.

§ PRC Nationals managing Facebook censorship division. Hate Speech Engineering Team. At least half a dozen 
members are PRC nationals in the US on H1B Visas reports Sohrab Ahmari of NY Post.

§ PRC Chairman Xi Jinping has called on troops to "put all (their) minds and energy on preparing for war." 
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INTSUM – following PAVIN (continued)
§ Non-Violent

§ ACTUAL DISENFRANCISEMENT: Robert Reich proposes post-election commission to censor and 
blacklist Trump supporters 

§ Soros, Black Lives Matter, and Kamala Harris oppose African-American female D.A. in Los Angeles 
who defended two Sheriff's deputies targeted for assassination, favoring white male candidate.

§ Commission on Presidential Debates unilaterally altered agreed upon Foreign Policy topics for the 
final debate to COVID-19, thereby enforcing the Democratic Party’s C19 Mass Line narrative, which 
the moderator led with, spending one-third of the debate on C19. They left Biden’s bald-face 
inaccuracies unchallenged.

§ Lincoln Project acted as a collaborator of Iranian election interference IO. STILL NO REPUBLICAN 
CONDEMNATION!

§ Systematic de-platforming of non-conforming media (NY Post) voices in both mainstream and  social 
media

§ Substantive Indicators/Evidence of strategic-level Voter Fraud across the spectrum executed at 
state/local level. [Ongoing]

§ In the name of social justice, Seattle government agencies conduct employee training sessions 
separated by race in contrast to historic landmark civil rights rulings ending desegregation as well as 
the Civil Rights Act of 1964. [Endorsed by Democratic leadership which facilitates the overturning of 
the Civil Rights Act, which they opposed.]

§ County Election Board Makes Motion for Justice Barrett to Recuse Herself From PA Case
§ Chief Justice John Roberts again crept left and sided with the liberals in a ballot dispute in the 

battleground state of Pennsylvania.
§ Released emails show Fauci signed off on WHO-sponsored statement approving China's response to 

COVID
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Coincidences? (Monitor)
§ Turkey

§ “The U.S. Department of Defense condemns in the strongest possible terms Turkey’s October 16 
test of the S-400 air defense system,” the top Pentagon spokesman, Jonathan Hoffman, said in a 
statement. “We have been clear and unwavering in our position: an operational S-400 system is 
not consistent with Turkey’s commitments as a U.S. and NATO ally.”

§ Erdogan, “Muslims in Europe treated like Jews before the war.”
§ Erdogan is in Operational Control of the Muslim Brotherhood, including in America, 

threatening peace and stability of NATO allies, and now seen by Mossad as Israel’s primary 
threat.

§ Russia - NSTR
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Narratives
§ DOMINANT:C19 Narratives are the dominant mass line enforcement narrative (Discourse Theory)

§ Van Jones/Biden still calling for the Left to re-center narratives on C19 lockdown and economic damage. 
Biden actively politicking blaming POTUS for C19 abuses perpetrated by Blue State Governors.

§ “An estimated 750 million, or 10 per cent of the world’s population, have been infected by Covid-19, the World 
Health Organisation (WHO) official Dr Mike Ryan has said. [WHO Global Fatality count of 1 million suggest 
Case Fatality Rate (CFR) of 0.13%, like a normal Flu] 

§ Scientific American, for the first time 175-year history, endorsed a candidate, Joe Biden, criticizing the Trump 
administration for its handling of COVID-19.

§ In the Great Barrington Declaration, three leading epidemiologists said they were driven by their “grave 
concerns about the damaging physical and mental health impacts of the prevailing COVID-19 policies.” Since its 
release, more than 13,000 infectious disease epidemiologists, public health scientists, medical practitioners, 
and more than 180,000 members of the general public, have signed the petition.

§ CDC latest survival rates for people who test positive (a tiny fraction to begin with): 
§ age 0-19: 99.997% • age 20-49: 99.98%.
§ age 50-69: 99.5% • age 70+: 94.6%

§ SUPPORTED: Narratives operating under cover of C19 Narrative
§ Multiple Leftist organizations continue to call for violence. – [Ongoing and Escalating]
§ BLM/Antifa (intersectionality) – [Ongoing and Escalating]

§ Color Revolution narratives proliferate – Parallels to 2011 Tahirih Square established indicating International 
United Front effort. – [Ongoing and Escalating]
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Color Revolution
§ The current domestic political situation has decomposed into a national security issue. The 2020 political cycle is being utilized to mask 

the extremely hostile revolutionary nature of these events. Even the violence is distraction.

§ Current intelligence indicates that large scale unrest may initiate on or about Election Day to ensure an Inauguration crisis that carries 
on to at least January 20, 2021 and beyond. The revolutionary operational design has three key components that must be factored in:

§ First, the revolutionaries must control the media and social media communication environment. 

§ Second, the revolutionaries must maintain control of a portion of the bureaucracy.

§ Finally, the Republican Party and GOP Establishment must be under the positive control of the Revolutionary narrative and 
remain passive. If the revolutionaries can succeed in controlling these three components of their operation, they can be 
successful.

§ Color revolutions utilize information warfare tactics to create crisis situations in which institutional leaders are placed under 
tremendous political pressure to support the revolutionary objective.

§ The control of the media and other communication is used by revolutionaries or their supporters to amplify crisis (i.e.; election fraud) 
solutions selected by the revolutionaries (i.e.; remove Trump).

§ These narratives are amplified by the media to silence and control GOP opponents and to compel action by the bureaucrats.

§ The history of sabotage and subversion directed against the campaign, transition, and administration during the first term should serve 
as warning.

§ Numerous senior officials of the Democrat Party are openly calling for revolution and intend to fabricate a Constitutional crisis around 
the election and parallel street mobilization in furtherance of their efforts.

§ This plan includes the utilization of various revolutionary actors that have been observed conducting operational and informational 
preparation of the environment for the past several months.

§ There are 2 key vulnerabilities to color revolutions. Prior knowledge and united opposition. ACTIONS: 

§ 1.) The public and the institutional leaders must be made aware of these efforts in a coherent manner. 

§ 2.) MAGA (Republicans and all Americans) must unite to oppose their agenda.
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Current Responses
§ The Counter-state may have sufficient control of national level leadership and institutions 

– by commission and omission - making it unclear whether they can be relied on in the 
event of escalating violence.

§ Mass popular flash rallies with large attendance across the nation.

§ President Trump engages in large-scale rallies with high volume turnout.

§ President Trump issues sweeping order stripping job protections from tens of thousands 
of federal employees

§ Great Barrington Declaration challenges politicization of C19 responses and constitute 
non-scientific solutions in the name of science.

§ Supreme Court continues to hear election challenges.

§ Unclear if there is any appreciation of the scope of ongoing ideological subversion and its 
effect on driving Deep State (Counter-State) activities.

§ The opposition party remains decisively aligned with mass line movement.

§ Completely inadequate response to ongoing and escalating Social Media censorship that 
is underinclusive to the equities involved, but inline with the narratives they are tasked 
with supporting.
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Indications & Warning (I&W)
§ Ideological Subversion/Open Strategic Incomprehension – in the face of public pressure and awareness relating to the 

Michigan Plot, the FBI identified the plotters in White Supremacists terms in the face of ANTIFA and Far-Left indicators that 
demonstrably identified them otherwise.

§ The Republican establishment, including the White House, enforces mass line enforcement narratives (simply by following 
them)

§ Police Morale, Democrat Voter Support, Institutional Support for Democrat Agenda, etc.

§ National Security and Law Enforcement continues to align communications and activities to unfolding mass line narratives. 

§ Indicators of second round of riots that may include escalated violence as part of transition to and through Election Day.
§ Left treating the election as a phase line to a continuing operation. 

§ Voter Fraud Organized at the Counter-State level.

§ Constitutional principles, the rule of law, and incendiary political rhetoric remain unchallenged

§ Targeted assassination of law enforcement and political opposition

§ Pelosi 25th Amendment positioning to stage friendly coup in the event of Biden victory

§ No arrests of accessories/conspirators to the Portland assassination of opposition

§ Attacks on Critical Infrastructure (e.g.: Emergency Managements System Used by POTUS, 911 services or powerline 
transmission attacks)

§ Post-Election Social Media Censorship.

§ Open Planning and Open Communication – Continues to escalate.
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What to DO:

Are You Safe? 
A Guide to 
Protecting 
Your Family 
from the 
Coming 
Insurrection 
and Violence

https://www.choosefreedom.io/2020/10/are-you-safe-a-guide-to-protecting-your-family/

Do you worry that riots and mob violence could occur in your peaceful neighborhood? Are 
you concerned about your family’s safety? Especially now, with fewer police available or 
restricted from emergency response, many families are apprehensive. What will happen if 
dangerous mobs and looters arrive on your doorstep.

This book is a guide for all that are concerned with the chaos and violence occurring on the 
streets of America, regardless of your political outlook. Though much of the violence clearly 
has political intent and purpose, that is outside of our scope. We are focused on helping 
you keep your family and neighborhood safe.

Our goal – to explain the violence, who is perpetrating it, and how to avoid becoming a 
victim, sounds simple enough. However, there is considerable information available, and 
much of it is opinion disguised as the truth. To help with this task, the writers consulted with 
experienced and proven analysts on intelligence, crime, politics, revolutionary warfare, 
history, survival, trauma medicine, and child psychology. They did a remarkable job 
separating fact from perception, assessing the inexplicable, and delivering it concisely. It 
serves well as a handbook for concerned American families.

Read: Are You Safe Guide (.pdf)


